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Abstract 
Bol, R.N., Generalizing completeness results for loop checks in logic programming, Theoretical 
Computer Science 104 (1992) 3-28. 
Loop checking is a mechanism for pruning infinite SLD-derivations. In (Bol, Apt and Klop, 1991) 
simple loop checks were introduced and their soundness, completeness and relative strength was 
studied. Since no sound and complete simple loop check exists even in the absence of function 
symbols, subclasses of programs were determined for which the (sound) loop checks introduced 
by Bol et al. are complete. 
In this paper, the Generalization Theorem is proved. This theorem presents a method to extend 
(under certain conditions) a class of programs for which a given loop check is complete to a 
larger class, for which the loop check is still complete. Then this theorem is applied to the results 
of Bol et al., giving rise to stronger completeness theorems. 
It appears that unnecessary complications in the proof of the theorem can be avoided by 
introducing a normal form for SLD-derivations, allowing only certain most general unifiers. This 
normal form might have other applications than those in the area of loop checking. 
1. Introduction 
Logic programming is advocated as a formalism for writing executable 
specifications. However, even when such specifications are correct in the logical 
sense, their execution by means of a PROLOG interpreter may lead to divergence. 
This problem motivated the study of loop checking mechanisms which are used to 
stop loops in SLD-derivations (see [3, 6, 7, 8, 13, 14, 16, 171). 
The loop checking mechanisms studied in this paper are the simple loop checks 
introduced by Apt, Bol and Klop [2]. Simple loop checks have the following 
properties: 
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- the search space is reduced by pruning goals; pruning a goal means that all its 
descendants are removed; 
- whether a goal is pruned depends only on the derivation leading to that goal (i.e., 
not on other parts of the search space, and not on the program). 
This excludes more complicated techniques such as tabulation, which are studied 
in [16,17]. 
To study simple loop checks in a rigorous way, Apt, Bol and Klop introduced a 
number of natural concepts like soundness (no answers are lost), completeness (the 
resulting search space is finite) and relative strength of loop checks. It is obvious 
that a sound loop check cannot be complete for all logic programs. It was even 
shown that a sound simple loop check cannot be complete for all programs without 
function symbols. 
A number of natural simple loop checks was introduced in [ 51. These loop checks 
were proven to be sound, but only complete for certain classes of function-free 
programs. For each of these loop checks, one or more such classes were determined. 
Here, the problem of finding classes of programs for which a simple loop check 
is complete is addressed in more generality. The main theorem of this paper is called 
the Generalization Theorem, since it allows us to generalize certain completeness 
results: given that a loop check L is complete for a class of programs ‘%‘, we may 
conclude that L is also complete (w.r.t. the leftmost selection rule) for a class of 
programs extending %?, provided that L and % satisfy some natural conditions. 
Basically, the theorem is only applicable to a class of programs % if ie = {P (every 
clause in program P satisfies Pr}, for some property Pr of clauses that is “local” 
to clauses (that is, whether a clause satisfies Pr is independent of the rest of the 
program). We say that %’ is the class of Pr-programs. By allowing the addition of 
atoms in clauses that cannot give rise to recursive calls to the head of the clause 
(so called nonrecursive atoms), the class of nr-extended Pr-programs is obtained. 
The Generalization Theorem states that if the loop check L is complete for 
R-programs, then L is also complete for function-free nr-extended Pr-programs, 
provided that the nonrecursive atoms are resolved before other atoms are selected. 
For simplicity, this is achieved by using the leftmost selection rule, and putting the 
nonrecursive atoms to the left of the other atoms in the clause. Notice that the 
property of being a nonrecursive atom is not local to clauses; therefore the theorem 
cannot be applied repeatedly. 
In the proof of the Generalization Theorem, we make use of certain properties 
of SLD-derivations that are in a normal form, tentatively called normal SLD- 
derivations. In normal SLD-derivations, only certain mgu’s may be used. This normal 
form may well have other applications than those in the area of loop checking. 
Once the proof of the Generalization Theorem is given, it is applied to several 
completeness results presented in [ 51 concerning two loop checks that indeed satisfy 
the conditions of the Generalization Theorem. The extension of some of these 
completeness results is straightforward, whereas for others a more elaborate analysis 
is needed. 
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2. Basic notions 
In this section we recall the basic notions concerning loop checking, as presented 
in [5]. Throughout this paper we assume familiarity with the concepts and notations 
of logic programming as described in [9]. For two substitutions v and 7, we write 
crd T when u is more general than T and for two expressions E and F, we write 
E s F if F is an instance of E. An SLD-derivation step from a goal G, using a 
clause C and an mgu 8, to a goal H is denoted as G 3C.,H H. By an SLD-derivation 
we mean an SLD-derivation in the sense of [9] or an initial segment of it. For a 
program P, L,, denotes the language of F! 
2.1, Loop checks 
The purpose of a loop check is to prune every infinite SLD-tree to a subtree of 
it containing the root. We define a loop check as a set of SLD-derivations: the 
derivations that are pruned exactly at their last node. Such a set of SLD-derivations 
L can be extended in a canonical way to a function fL from SLD-trees to SLD-trees 
by pruning in an SLD-tree T the nodes in {G 1 the SLD-derivation from the root of 
T to G is in L}. We shall usually make this conversion implicitly. 
Definition 2.1. Let L be a set of SLD-derivations. 
RemSub( L) = {D E Ll L does not contain a proper subderivation of D}. 
L is subderivation free if L = RemSub( 
In order to render the intuitive meaning of a loop check L: “every derivation 
D E L is pruned exactly at its last node”, we need that L is subderivation free. Note 
that RemSub(RemSub( L)) = RemSub( 
In the following definition, by a variant of a derivation D we mean a derivation 
D’ in which in every derivation step, atoms in the same positions are selected and 
the same program clauses are used. D’ may differ from D in the renaming that is 
applied to these program clauses for reasons of standardizing apart and in the mgu 
used. It has been shown that in this case every goal in D’ is a variant of the 
corresponding goal in D (see [IO]). Thus any variant of an SLD-refutation is also 
an SLD-refutation and yields the same computed answer substitution up to a 
renaming. 
Definition 2.2. A simple loop check is a computable set L of finite SLD-derivations 
such that L is closed under variants and subderivation free. 
In [2], loop checks are treated in a more general way. There nonsimple loop 
checks occur: their behaviour may depend on the program the interpreter is confron- 
ted with. In this paper, we shall only consider simple loop checks. Therefore we 
shall usually omit the qualification “simple”. 
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Definition 2.3. Let L be a loop check. An SLD-derivation D of P u {G} is pruned 
by L if L contains a subderivation D’ of D. 
2.2. Soundness and completeness 
Using a loop check should definitely not result in a loss of success. Even losing 
individual solutions is usually undesirable. On the other hand, the purpose of a 
loop check is to reduce the search space for top-down interpreters. We would like 
to end up with a finite search space. This is the case when every infinite derivation 
is pruned. This leads to the following definitions. 
Definition 2.4 (Soundness). (i) A loop check L is weakly sound if for every program 
P, goal G, and SLD-tree T of P u {G} we have: if T contains a successful branch, 
then fL( T) contains a successful branch. 
(ii) A loop check L is sound if for every program P, goal G, and SLD-tree T of 
P u {G} we have: if T contains a successful branch with a computed answer Go, 
then fL( T) contains a successful branch with a computed answer Gu’s Go. 
Definition 2.5 (Completeness). A loop check L is complete w.r. t. a selection rule R 
for a class of programs ie, if for every program P E % and goal G in Lp, every infinite 
SLD-derivation of P u {G} via R is pruned by L. 
In general, comparing loop checks is difficult. The following relation comparing 
loop checks is not very general: most loop checks will be incomparable with respect 
to it. Nevertheless it turns out to be very useful. 
Definition 2.6. Let L, and L2 be loop checks. L, is stronger than L2 if every 
SLD-derivation D2 E L2 contains a subderivation D, E L, . 
In other words, L, is stronger than L, if every SLD-derivation that is pruned by 
L2 is also pruned by L, . Notice that the definition implies that every loop check is 
stronger than itself. The following theorem enables us to obtain soundness and 
completeness results for loop checks which are related by the “stronger than” 
relation by proving soundness and completeness for only one of them. 
Theorem 2.7 (Relative strength). Let L, and L, be loop checks, and let L, be stronger 
than L2. 
(i) If L, is weakly sound, then L, is weakly sound. 
(ii) If L2 is complete (w.r.t. a selection rule R for a class of programs W, then L, 
is complete (w.r.t. R for the class of programs Ce). 
Proof. Straightforward. 0 
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The undecidability of the halting problem implies that there cannot be a weakly 
sound and complete loop check for logic programs in general, as logic programming 
has the full power of recursion theory. So our first step is to rule out programs that 
compute over an infinite domain. We shall do so by restricting our attention to 
programs without function symbols, so called function-free programs, for which the 
Herbrand Universe is finite. However, it appears that even with this restriction, 
there is no weakly sound and complete loop check. 
Theorem 2.8. There is no weakly sound and complete simple loop check forfunction-free 
programs. 
Proof. See [2]. See also [6, Theorem 4.71. 0 
It was shown in [2] that weakly sound and complete nonsimple loop checks exist 
for function-free programs, but that nonsimple loop checks are in general too 
powerful. A loop check that depends only on “syntactical properties” of the program 
could be useful, but this restriction is hard to formalize. So a nonsimple loop check 
could be based on (for example) the set of correct answers of the program (as the 
program is function-free, this set is finite modulo variants). Once this set is computed 
by the loop check in some way, there is no point in reconstructing it by building 
an SLD-tree pruned by this loop check. 
Therefore, it is more useful to develop some simple loop checks, and to find 
classes of programs for which these loop checks are complete. 
2.3. Some simple loop checks 
In this section we introduce three groups of weakly sound simple loop checks. 
How we arrived at these loop checks and why we thought them to be interesting 
was discussed in [5]. Here we restrict ourselves to giving the definitions and basic 
theorems (without proofs). 
The first group of loop checks we consider consists of the so-called “equality 
checks”. In fact, each equality check should be defined separately. This would yield 
almost identical definitions. Therefore we compress them into two definitions, 
trusting that the reader is willing to understand our notation. The equality relation 
between goals (regarded as lists) is denoted by =L. (In [5], also variants of these 
loop checks are considered, regarding goals as multisets.) 
Definition 2.9 (Equality checks based on goals). The Equals Variant/Instance of 
GoalLlr, check is the set of SLD-derivations 
EVG/EIGL=RemSub({D)D=(GOJc,,~, Gl**..*Gk-l*ck.~,, Gk) 
such that for some i, 0 s i < k, there is a renam- 
ing/substitution 7 such that Gk =L GJ}). 
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Definition 2.10 (Equality checks based on resultants). The Equals Variant/Instance 
of ResultantLis, check is the set of SLD-derivations 
EVR/EIR, = RemSub({D ( D = (Go =SC,.@, G, *. . . *=SGk-, =3cI,Bk Gk) 
such that for some i, 0 c i < k, there is a renam- 
ing/substitution r such that Gk =L G,r and 
Coo,. . oh = Go&. . .&T}). 
Theorem 2.11 (Equality soundness). The equality checks are weakly sound loop checks. 
Moreover, the equality checks based on resultants are sound. 
Proof. See [2]. q 
We now define a class of programs for which the equality checks are complete 
in the absence of function symbols (as was shown in [2]). This class of programs 
is closely related to the class of programs discussed in [ 151. For a formal definition, 
we use the notion of the dependency graph D, of a program P 
Definition 2.12. The dependency graph Dp of a program P is a directed graph whose 
nodes are the predicate symbols appearing in P and (p, q) E Dp iff there is a clause 
in P using p in its head and q in its body. 
D$ is the reflexive, transitive closure of Dp. When (p, q) E D*p, we say that p 
depends on q in P For a predicate symbol p, the class ofp is the set of predicate 
symbols p “mutually depends” on: 
UP) = {q ((p, q) E D*P and (q, P) E D‘XPI. 
Definition 2.13. Given an atom A, let rel(A) denote its predicate symbol. Let 
P be a program. In a clause H + A,, . . . , A,(n>O)ofP,anatomA,(l~i~n)is 
called recursive if rel(A,) depends on rel(H) in P Otherwise, the atom is called 
nonrecursive. 
Aclause H-A,,..., A,, is restricted w.r.t. P if A,, . . . , A,_, are nonrecursive. 
A program P is called restricted if every clause in P is restricted w.r.t. P. 
Theorem 2.14 (Equality completeness). All equality checks are complete w.r.t. the 
leftmost selection rule for function-free restricted programs. 
Proof. See [2]. 0 
The second group of loop checks we consider consists of the so-called “subsump- 
tion checks”. Again, we define them by means of two parametrized definitions. The 
inclusion relation between goals regarded as lists is denoted by Ed. Note: L, c L L2 
if all elements of L, occur in the same order in L, ; they do not need to occur on 
adjacent positions. For example, (a, c) c L (a, b, c). 
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Definition 2.15 (Subsumption checks based on goals). The Subsumes Variant/ Instance 
ofGoalLisr check is the set of SLD-derivations 
SVG/SIGL = RemSub D = (Go +c,,s, G, + * . . =3Gk_, =s~~,~, Gk) 
such that for some i, 0 < i < k, there is a renam- 
ing/substitution 7 with Gk zL G,T}). 
Definition 2.16 (Subsumption checks based on resultants). The Subsumes Variant/ In- 
stance of ResultantLis, check is the set of SLD-derivations 
SVR/SIR, = RemSub({DI D = (G,,J~,,~, G, =3 * . . + Gk_, Jc*,e, Gk) 
such that for some i, 0~ i < k, there is a renam- 
ing/substitution T with Gk zL Gir and 
Go@r. . . f3k = G,,Br. . . eiT}>. 
Theorem 2.17 (Subsumption soundness). The subsumption checks are weakly sound 
loop checks. Moreover, the subsumption checks based on resultants are sound. 
Proof. See [5]. 0 
We now show three classes of programs for which the subsumption checks are 
complete in the absence of function symbols. Since the subsumption checks 
are stronger than the “corresponding” equality checks, the first result follows 
immediately. 
Theorem 2.18 (Subsumption completeness 1). All subsumption checks are complete 
w.r. t. the leftmost selection rule for function-free restricted programs. 
Proof. By the Relative Strength Theorem 2.7 and the Equality Completeness 
Theorem 2.14. 0 
The remaining two classes of programs for which the subsumption checks are 
complete in the absence of function symbols are the following. 
Definition 2.19. A clause C is nonvariable introducing (in short nvi) if every variable 
that appears in the body of C also appears in the head of C. A program P is nvi 
if every clause in P is nvi. 
Definition 2.20. A clause C has the single variable occurrence property (in short is 
svo) if in the body of C, no variable occurs more than once. A program P is svo if 
every clause in P is svo. 
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Theorem 2.21 (Subsumption completeness 2). All subsumption checks are complete 
for function-free nvi programs. 
Proof. See [5]. 0 
Theorem 2.22 (Subsumption completeness 3). All subsumption checks are complete 
for function-free svo programs. 
Proof. See [5]. q 
The third group of loop checks we consider are based on a loop check introduced 
by Besnard [3]. They are called “context checks” in [5]. Again we have weakly 
sound versions based on goals and sound versions based on resultants. 
Definition 2.23 (Context checks based on goals). The Variant/ Instance Context check 
based on Goals is the set of SLD-derivations 
CVG/CIG = RemSub({D 1 D = ( Go=+C,,H, G, 3. . .* Gk-, +c-k,e, Gk) 
such that for some i and j, 0 c is j < k, there is 
a renaming/substitution r such that for some 
atom A in G,: Ar appears in Gk as the result 
of an attempt to resolve ABi+l.. . O,, the further 
instantiated version of A in G, and for every 
variable x that occurs both inside and outside 
of A in G;, x0,+, . . .I% = XT}). 
Definition 2.24 (Context checks based on resultants). The Variant/ Instance Context 
check based on Resultants is the set of SLD-derivations 
CVR/CIR = RemSub({D ( D = ( Go~C.,,H, G, 3 . * . + Gk_, +c.,,BI Gk) 
such that for some i and j, 0 < i ~j < k, there is 
a renaming/substitution r such that G,,B,. . . ok = 
Gee,. . . 0,r and for some atom A in G,: AT 
appears in Gk as the result of an attempt to 
resolve AB,,, . , . Bj, the further instantiated ver- 
sion of A in G, and for every variable x that 
occurs both inside and outside of A in Gi, 
xe,,,... ek =x7}). 
Theorem 2.25 (Context soundness). The context checks are weakly sound loop checks. 
Moreover, the context checks based on resultants are sound. 
Proof. See [5]. q 
For the context checks the same completeness results have been proven as for 
the subsumption checks. 
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Theorem 2.26 (Context completeness). AN context checks are complete for function- 
free restricted programs, nvi programs and svo programs. 
Proof. See [5]. q 
3. The choice of most general unifiers 
We now divert for a moment from the subject of loop checking. It appears that, 
in order to prove the Generalization Theorem in Section 4, we need some auxiliary 
results regarding SLD-derivations. These results can be obtained by putting extra 
requirements on the most general unifiers in those derivations. In this section we 
introduce these requirements and show why we consider them to be justifiable. 
Finally we prove the lemmas needed in Section 4. 
3.1. Relevant and idempotent mgu’s 
The general feeling is that, in order to obtain mathematical elegancy, the definition 
of an SLD-derivation must leave the choice of variables as free as possible. However, 
during the evolution of this definition, the allowable freedom was continuously 
overestimated. For example, in the first edition of [9], the input clause was only 
standardized apart from the current goal, and not from the goals and clauses 
preceding it. Thereby, the undesirable derivation of Fig. 1 was allowed. In the 
second edition of [9], this has been corrected. However, yet another anomalous 
derivation is shown in Fig. 2. 
It is not clear whether or not this derivation is allowed in [9] (does z appear in 
the derivation before the goal + r ?), but in [l] it definitely is, although later on in 
[l] it is assumed that all mgu’s are relevant (a unifier of A and B is relevant if it 
-p(x) 
I P(Y)+q IX/Y} 
+p(x) 
I %q(a) x 
+ da) 
I Q(Y)+- {v/al 
0 
Fig. 1. 
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acts only on variables in A and B) and idempotent. It appears that the requirement 
that the mgu is relevant is redundant, as idempotent mgu’s are always relevant. First 
of all, from now on we assume that only idempotent mgu’s are used. Under this 
assumption we prove some properties of SLD-derivations. The first property we 
prove is that a variable cannot occur somewhere in the derivation, disappear and 
later reappear. (For an SLD-derivation D, (D] denotes its length, i.e. the number 
of goals in it.) 
Lemma 3.1. Let D = (Go~c,,s, G, =+. . . + G, =+C,+,,o,+, G,+, 3. a .) be an SLD- 
derivation and let 0~ i< k (<\Dl). If x E var( C,,,) u var( G;) and x E var( Gk), then 
forallj, i<jGk, xEvar(G,) andxB,=x. 
Proof. We use induction on j from k down to i. x E var(Gk) is given. Now assume 
that i c j < k and x E var(G,+,). We prove that XQj+l= x and that if j > i, x E var( G,). 
Let G, = t(S, , A, S,), where A is the selected atom in G,. Let C,,, = H + S,. (S, , 
S2 and S, are possibly empty sequences of atoms.) Then 0,+, is an idempotent mgu 
of A and H and G,,, = + (S, , S3, S,) 0,+, . So x E var( S, , S, , S,) kJ,+, , hence for some 
y E var(S, , S3, S,), x E var(ytV,+,). Two cases arise. 
l x = y. Thus x0,+, = x. Also, if j > i, x ~6 var( S,) since x E var( Ci+l) u var( Gi) and 
S, is standardized apart. So x E var(S, , SJ s var( G,). 
l x # y. Then x E var(ran( e,,,)), and since 0j+l is idempotent, x g dom(Bj+r), so 
x0,+, =x. Also, since f3,+, is relevant, x E var(A, H). If j> i, xlf var(H) since 
x E var( C,,,) u var( Gi) and H is standardized apart. So x E var(A) s var( Gj). 
So in both cases we have xej+r = x and if j > i also x E var( G,). 0 
The following definition captures the notion that two variables in a goal are 
related, i.e. that they might be unified in an attempt to refute the goal. (This notion 
can be compared with the notion of connected (sets of) predicate instances in [12].) 
We then prove that when two variables occur unrelated in a certain goal, they cannot 
be related in any goal later in the derivation. 
Definition 3.2. Let S be a set of atoms. We define the relation -s on variables as: 
x -s y if there is an atom A in S such that x, y E var(A). 
Obviously, -s is a symmetrical relation. Now we define the relation zs to be the 
transitive and reflexive closure of -s. Then zs is an equivalence relation. 
An equivalence class of zs is called a chain (in S). For x~var(S), the chain of 
x is denoted by C,(x), or C(x) whenever S is clear from the context. 
Lemma 3.3. Let D = GoaC,.s, G1 +. * . * Gi_1 J~,.~, Gi 3 . . . be an SLD-deriva- 
tion and let O< i (<ID\). If x zG, y and x, y E var(Gi_,), then x zG,_, y. 
Proof. Let G,_, = +(A, R), where A is the selected atom in G,_, . Let C; = H + S 
and let Bi be an mgu of A and H. Then G, = +(S, R)Bi. Assume x Z y (for x =y 
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the claim is trivial). Since x zG, y, there is a sequence of variables x = 
w1, W2,...,W2n =y in G, such that wz,-, zsB, wz, for 1 sjs n and wz, -RB, Wzj+l for 
lsj<n. 
For 1 <j < 24 every variable wj E var(RB,), so we can choose for it a corresponding 
variable zi E var(R) E var( G,_,) such that wj E var( z,0;). Since Bi is idempotent, and 
x, y E var( G,_,) n var( G,), we can choose z, = w, = x = x0, and z2,, = w2,, = y = ~0,. 
Now let 1 s j < 2n. 
We prove that z, =G,mI z,+~ . Two cases arise. 
l j is even, so w, -RB, w,+, . Then there is an atom B in R such that w,, w,+, E var(B0,). 
So we have variables 4, zl,+, E var(Z3) such that wj E var(z@,) and w,+, E var(v,+,&). 
So U, -B vi+, , and hence n, -R u,,, . For Vi (and analogously for u,,,) two subcases 
arise. 
- vj = z,. Then n; =A z,. 
- n, # z,. Then, since wj E var(vjO,) n var(z,0,) and 0; is relevant, we have Uj, 
zj E var(A). Hence z., =A z,. 
Therefore 2, =A 0, -R z++, =+, z,+,, so z, =G,-, z,+,. 
l j is odd, so wj zsB, wj+, . If wi = w,+,, then z, = Zj+l, SO z, =c,_, z,+, . Otherwise, 
we can prove that z, E var(A) (and analogously z,+, E var(A)). Again two subcases 
arise. 
- z,BI # z,. Then z, E var(A): 0, is relevant and z, E var(G,+,), so z, g var(H). 
- z,0, = zj. Then w, = z, E var(SB,), say v, E var(S) such that zj E var(z+,). Then 
v,B, # v,, since U, E var(S), z, E var( G,_,) and S is standardized apart. Therefore 
v, E var( H), and hence zj E var(A). 
Now z; -A z;+l, so z, =G, I z,+l. 
Therefore we have x = z, zG,-, z2 zc,-, z3 z~,_~ . . . =c,_, z2,, =y. q 
3.2. Normal SLD-derivations 
In fact, it appears to be convenient to restrict the choice of the mgu even more 
by disallowing the “needless renaming of variables in a derivation”. We explain 
this now. When we have a variable x in the selected atom of the goal which is to 
be unified with a variable y in the input clause, then two idempotent mgu’s are 
available: {x/y} and {y/x}. 
When {x/y} is chosen, it is likely that the variable y occurs further on in the 
derivation as a substitute for x, whereas x itself does not occur any more. On the 
other hand, if {y/x} is chosen, the variable x is retained and the variable y will not 
occur in any goal of the derivation. Therefore the renaming from x to y is considered 
to be a needless renaming. So we choose {y/x}, thereby retaining the “older” 
variables x and adjusting the “newer” variable y. 
A more indirect instance of the same principle is shown in the derivation 
+ A(x) *A (~‘)-B(x’,,,),(r’/r) + Hx, Y) *B(z,z)-,{,v/.v/xl 0. 
In the first step {x’/x} is chosen for the reason described above. In the second step, 
the choice of {x/z,‘y/z} is out of the question for the same reason. However, this 
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still leaves the choice between {x/y, z/y} and {y/x, z/x}. Although x and y occur 
both in B(x, y), x appears earlier in the derivation than y. Therefore we choose 
{y/x, z/x}, thereby again retaining the older variables x and adjusting the newer 
variable y. 
It is important to note two things. Firstly, Lemma 3.1 says that a variable cannot 
be introduced, disappear, and reappear later on in the derivation, which would 
complicate the decision criterion given above. Secondly, the choice of the mgu is 
still nondeterministic, as is shown in the derivation 
+A=3 AcB(r;,y),~ + B(x~ Y) =+B(z,z)-,{y/.~,z/r) ‘. 
Here the choice between {y/x, z/x} and {x/y, z/y} is arbitrary. 
We now formalize these intuitions. 
Definition 3.4. Let D = (G, *cl,,, G, 3 . . . =+ Gi-1 3c,,e, G, 3 . . .) be an SLD- 
derivation. For every variable x occurring in D, we define 
tag(x) = 
0 if x E var(G,), 
. 
1 if XEVar(Ci). 
D is a normal SLD-derivation if for every i > 0 (and i < IDI when D is finite), 
- 13~ is idempotent and 
- for every variable x E var( G,_,): if x6$ is a variable, then tag(x) 3 tag(xoi). 
Intuitively, the lower the tag of a variable is, the “older” it is. The following 
lemma shows that we may restrict our attention to normal SLD-derivations. 
Lemma 3.5. Every SLD-derivation has a normal variant. 
Proof, We introduce a slightly changed version of the unification algorithm of 
Martelli and Montanari [ll]. Using this algorithm for computing the mgu yields a 
normal SLD-derivation. 
When p(s,,.. .,s,) and p(t,,. .., t,) are to be unified, first the set of equations 
{s, = t,, . . . ) s, = t,} is constructed. This set is then transformed according to the 
following six rules: 
(a) Ei,{t=x} =$ Eu{x=t} if t & VAR or tag(t) <tag(x), 
(b) Eti{x=x} + E, 
(cl) Eti{f(s ,,..., s,)=f(t ,,..., t,)} * Eu{s,=t ,,..., s,=t,} (n”O), 
(~2) EG{(f(,,,..., s,)=g(t,,...,tm)} =3 failure if.f + g, 
(dl) Eti{x= t} j E{x/t}u{x= t} if x YZ var( t) and var( E ), 
(d2) E i, {x = t} * failure if x # t and x E var( t), 
until none of these rules is applicable. (Here ti denotes the disjoint union.) NOW 
we take 0={x/tl(x= t)e E}. 
. 
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The change w.r.t. the original algorithm is in rule (a), where now tags are taken 
into account. Whenever x0 = y f x, we have that (x =y) E E and no rules are 
applicable on E, hence tag(x) 2 tag(y) (otherwise rule (a) would be applicable). 
Showing that the algorithm terminates and that a resulting substitution is indeed 
an idempotent mgu of p(s,, . . . , s,) and p(t,, . . . , t,) is straightforward. q 
3.3. Properties of normal SLD-derivations 
In this section we prove some properties of normal SLD-derivations that appear 
to be needed in the next section. The reader who is not interested in such technical 
details is encouraged to skip this section. 
Lemma 3.6. Let D = Go ac,,#, G, * . . . + G,_, *cc,,, Gi * . . . be a normal SLD- 
derivation and let Osj< k (<(D(). Let C be a chain in G,. Then C0k nVARc C. 
Proof. Let x E C and assume that x& is a variable. We prove that x0, E C. 
If x& = x then clearly x& E C. 
Otherwise, x E var( Gk-,) (x g var(C,) since ok is relevant and by standardizing 
apart, D is normal, x E var( Gk_,) and xtYk is a variable, so tag(x) 3 tag(x&). Hence 
x0, & var( C,). x& # x and 0,, is relevant, so since 8,, is relevant and by standardizing 
apart x0, ~var(G,_,). Thus x and x& occur both in the selected atom of Gk-, . 
Therefore x zGam, x0,. 
Also tag(x&) s tag(x)<j, thus by Lemma 3.1, for every i such that js i< k, 
x E var(G,) and XI?& E var(G;). Applying Lemma 3.3 k - 1 -j times yields that 
x zG, x0,. Hence xt& E C. 0 
Corollary 3.7. Let D = Go aC,,“, G, 3 . . . =3 G,_, =s~.,,~, G + . . * be a normalSLD- 
derivation of a function-free program P and Go and let 0 5 j < k (<IDI). Then 
var( G,&) & var( G,). 
Proof. Let x E var( G,&). P is function-free, so for some y E var(G,), x = ~0,. Now 
by Lemma 3.6, x = ~0, E C,,(y)& n VARc C,,(y) c var( Gi). 0 
Corollary 3.8. Let D = G,, a.c,,e, G, =+ . . . + G,_, ac,,“, Gi =ZJ . * . be a normal SLD- 
derivation of a functionTfree program P and Go and let 0s j < k (<ID(). Then 
var( G,O,+, . . 0,) s var( G,). 
Proof. Repeatedly using Corollary 3.7, we have var(( Gj0,+,)0,+, . . . 0,) E 
var( GjejjtZ. . . 0,) E . .*~var(G~&)~var(G,). 0 
Corollary 3.9. Let D = G, J~,,~, G, 3 * . * * G,- I Jc,,e, Gi * . * ’ be a normal SLD- 
derivationandlet 0~ j< k (<IDI). Let Cbeachainin GI. Then CBj+,ek nVARs CO,+, 
and Co,,, . , . ek n VAR c C0j+ I . 
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Proof. If j+ 1 = k, then the claim is trivial. So assume j-t 1 < k. 
Let x E C$+, and assume that x& is a variable. We prove that x0k E COj+r . By 
Lemma 3.6, x E CO,,, n VAR implies x E C. Therefore, again by Lemma 3.6, x4 E 
CBk n VAR E C. Two cases arise. 
l xOkOj+r =x&. Then x& E C implies X& = X&O,+, E COj+, . 
l x&Oj+, # x0,. Then x0, @ var(G,+,), since Oj+i is idempotent. As we have xt% E C s 
var( G,), xOk E var( Gk-,) by Lemma 3.1 and x& E var( C,) by standardizing apart. 
Thus x& = x E CO,,, . 
Now ((Cej+,)ej+,)...e,nVARc(C8j+,)8j+,...8,)nVARc...c(Cej+,)8,n 
VARc CO,,, . Cl 
In order to formulate the final property of normal derivations we prove in this 
section, we need the following definition. 
Definition 3.10. (This definition is equivalent to the definition of local selection 
functions in [17].) A selection rule R is local if every SLD-derivation D = 
(GO *c,,o, G, * . . .) via R satisfies the following property. If in a goal Gi, an atom 
A is selected and in a goal G, (j > i) the further instantiated version Be,+, . . . 0, of 
the atom B in Gi is selected, then A is resolved completely between Gi and G;. 
It is easy to see that the leftmost selection rule and the rightmost selection rule 
are examples of local selection rules. 
Corollary 3.11. Let D = Go Jo,,+ G, 3 . . . =+ G,_, j,,,,, Gi j . * . be a normal 
SLD-derivation of a function-free program P and G, and let 0s j < k (<(Do. Let A 
be the selected atom in G,, Suppose a local selection rule is used between G, and G, 
and A is not completely resolved before Gk. Then var(A&)c_var(A) and 
var(AB,+, . . . 0,) G var( A). 
Proof. Let x E var(A) and assume that xOk is a variable. We prove that xOk E var(A). 
Let Gi = (A, R) and consider the derivation + A = Hj +C,+,rB,+, Hj+, 3 . * . +cl,oA Hk 
(henceforjciik, G,=(Hi,RO,+,... 0,)). Note that this derivation exists, since a 
local selection rule is used and A is not completely resolved before Gk, and note 
that the derivation is normal. Now x E var(A) =var(H,) implies x& ~var(H,) = 
var(A) by Corollary 3.7. Hence, var((AO,+,)O,+,. . .(I,) c_ var(AB,+,. . .&) E * . * c 
var(A&) c var(A). 0 
4. Generalizing completeness results 
The rest of this paper discusses the completeness of loop checks. Therefore we 
assume from now on the absence offunction symbols. In this section we shall prepare, 
formulate and prove the Generalization Theorem, the main theorem of this paper. 
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This theorem states that, given a loop check, and given a class of programs for 
which this loop check is complete, the loop check is (under certain conditions) also 
complete w.r.t. the leftmost selection rule for a larger class of programs. 
4.1. Preparation 
The formulation of the Generalization Theorem requires the formalization of the 
classes of programs for which it is applicable. Roughly, these classes of programs 
are characterized by the condition that all clauses in the program satisfy some 
(preferably decidable) property. We do not go into details about these properties; 
we assume that the notion “a clause C satisfies a property Pr” is given. 
Definition 4.1. Let Pr be a property of clauses. A program P satisfies Pr (P is a 
Pr-program) if every clause in P satisfies Pr. 
Definition 4.2. A property of clauses Pr is closed under instantiation if for every 
clause C that satisfies Pr and for every substitution a, CU satisfies Pr. 
Note that Cu is not necessarily a ground instance of C. The Generalization 
Theorem is only valid for properties that are closed under instantiation. However, 
in the next section, where we shall give some examples of the use of the Generaliz- 
ation Theorem, we shall also consider a property that is not closed under instanti- 
ation. A detailed inspection of the proof of the Generalization Theorem enables us 
to derive useful results for this property as well. 
The Generalization Theorem is only valid for loop checks satisfying certain 
conditions. These conditions are formalized here. The first condition is that the loop 
check is “safe for goal extension”. Informally, this means that when we have a 
derivation that is pruned by the loop check, adding some atoms to the initial goal 
that are never selected (before the derivation is pruned), yields again a pruned 
derivation. 
Definition 4.3. A loop check L is safe for goal extension if for every SLD-derivation 
D of P u {c G,} that is pruned by L, an SLD-derivation of P u {+ (Go, Ho)} which 
selects the same atoms, and uses the same input clauses and mgu’s as D is also 
pruned by L. 
The second condition is that the loop check is “safe for initialization”. Informally, 
this means that when we have a derivation that is pruned by the loop check, adding 
some derivation steps in front of it (“initialization steps”), yields again a pruned 
derivation. 
Definition 4.4. A loop check L is safe for initialization if for every SLD-derivation 
D= (G; *c,+,,o,+, Gi+, *c,+~,B,+Z Gi+z * . . .) that is pruned by L (i > O), every deri- 
vation (GO jc,,@, G, + . * . + G, +c,+,,B,+, G,+, *c1+z,0,+2 Git2 +. . .) in which in 
G,, Gi+r,... the same atoms are selected as in D, is pruned by L. 
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The third condition is that the loop check is “safe for detailing”. Informally, this 
means that when we have a derivation that is pruned by the loop check, replacing 
every derivation step by one or more steps giving the same computed answer 
(“showing the details of one step in several steps”), yields again a pruned derivation. 
Definition 4.5. A loop check L is safe for detailing if for every SLD-derivation 
D = (G, *c,,s, G, * * * .) that is pruned by L, every derivation of the form 
(C&*,1,,; H; *. . . 3 H:,r, =k:,,,~:,, G, 
*c:,T: H: * . * . * H;>-, *CT’,.+ G 3. . .) 
with for every i > 0: 
Ti. . . 7:, var(Go,G, ,..., G,-,) = 01 i var(G,,G, ,..., G,_,) 
andinwhichinG,,G,,... the same atoms are selected as in D, is pruned by L. 
Finally, for a certain property Pr, we describe the larger class of programs for 
which the loop check is complete according to the Generalization Theorem (so-called 
nr-extended B-programs), given that the loop check is complete for R-programs. 
In Section 5 it will appear that the resemblance between the following definition 
and Definition 2.13 is not a coincidence. 
Definition 4.6. Let P be a program. A clause C = (H + NR, R) is m-extended Pr 
w.r.t. P if the clause H + R satisfies Pr and for every atom A in NR, rel(A) does 
not depend on rel( H) in P NR is called the nonrecursive part of C and R is called 
the Pr-part. 
A program P is nr-extended Pr if every clause in P is nr-extended Pr w.r.t. P. 
4.2. The Generalization Theorem 
We can now formulate the Generalization Theorem. 
Theorem 4.7 (Generalization Theorem). Let Pr be a property of clauses that is closed 
under instantiation. Let L be a loop check such that 
- L is complete for Pr-programs, 
- L is safe for goal extension, 
- L is safe for initialization, 
- L is safe for detailing. 
Then L is complete w.r. t. the leftmost selection rule for nr-extended Pr programs. 
In the rest of this section, we shall assume that Pr is a property and L is a loop 
check satisfying the above conditions. In order to prove this theorem, we use the 
following lemma. 
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Lemma 4.8. Let P be a nr-extended Pr-program and G, a goal in Lr. Let D be an 
infinite SLD-derivation of P u {G,,} via the leftmost selection rule. Suppose that 
for no goal Gi = (G, H) in D (i 2 0), the derivation of P u {G} (using the 
same input clauses, mgu’s and selection rule as D) is pruned by L. (*) 
Then D is pruned by L. 
Before proving this lemma, we show that the Generalization Theorem is an 
immediate consequence of it. 
Proof of the Generalization Theorem. Let P be an nr-extended R-program, G, a 
goal in Lp and D an infinite SLD-derivation of P u {G,}. Two cases arise. 
(i) For no goal (G, H) in D, the derivation of G (using the same input clauses, 
mgu’s and selection rule as D) is pruned by L. Then by Lemma 4.8, D is pruned 
by L. 
(ii) Otherwise, there is a goal (G, H) in D for which the derivation of G (using 
the same input clauses, mgu’s and selection rule as D) is pruned by L. Then the 
tail of D starting at this goal (G, H) is pruned, since L is safe for goal extension. 
So D is pruned by L too, since L is also safe for initialization. 0 
Proof of Lemma 4.8. The dependency graph Dp defines a (well founded) partial 
ordering s of the set {cl,(p)lp is a predicate symbol in Lr}. Therefore we may 
assume as induction hypothesis (by a complete induction on s), that this lemma 
has been proved for every derivation of Pu {G} where G contains only strict 
5-smaller predicate symbols than the s-largest predicate symbol in G,. 
Claim 1. D is of the form 
(G,*c:,,; H: =j . * . * #-, *c:,,,~;,, G, 
3c:,,; H; + . . - + H2,,_, =k;,,r;, G, =+ . . .) 
for some derivation D’ = (Go ~c~,~, G, +cz,B, G, + . ’ .), with for every i > 0: 
Ti,. . .# -4 n, var(Go,G ,,..., G,_,)- i var(G,,G~ ,.., G,.,), 
andwhereC,,C,,... all satisfy Pr. Moreover, in the goals G,, , G, , . . . the same atoms 
are selected in D and D’. 
The lemma follows from Claim 1: D’ is a derivation of {G,, C,, C2,. . .}, 
{C, , C2, . . .} is a Pr-program, and L is complete for Pr-programs, therefore D’ is 
pruned by L. Hence D is pruned by L, since L is safe for detailing. 
Proof of Claim 1. We prove the claim by induction. Suppose we have constructed 
D’ and proved the claim up to the goal G;. (Up to Go, the claim is trivial.) 
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LetG,=tA,,...,A,,letC=CI+‘=(AtNR,R)andlet7=71+’.Supposethat 
NR is the nonrecursive part of the body of C and that R is the Pr-part. The next 
step in D is Gi+,,+(NR, R,A2 ,..., A,)T. Let D, be the SLD-derivation of 
P u {t NRT} that uses the same input clauses, mgu’s and selection rule as the tail 
of D starting at + (NR, R, AZ,. . . , A,)-r. Four cases arise. 
(i) NR is empty. This is a special case of case (iv): P u {+ NRT} is immediately 
successfully refuted. (If GO is s-minimal, then this is the only possible case, since 
then rel(A,) = rel(A) is s-minimal and by definition every predicate symbol in NR 
is strict s-smaller than rel(A).) 
(ii) D1 is failed. Then D is failed too, which contradicts the assumption that D 
is infinite. 
(iii) D, is infinite. By definition, every predicate symbol in NR is strictly s-smaller 
than rel(A,), which is <-smaller than the c-largest predicate symbol in G, (hence 
in G,), so we may assume that Lemma 4.8 holds for D = D1. Now it follows that 
the Generalization Theorem can be applied on D = D, . Hence D, should be pruned 
by L. However, this contradicts the assumption (*), for G = NRr and H = 
(R, AZ,. . . , A,)T. 
(iv) D, is succes$uI, yielding a computed answer substitution u (if NR is empty 
then o = E). 
Case (iv) is the only remaining case. In this case we have in D the goal G,+, = 
+(R,A*,... , A,)m, immediately after NR is completely resolved. 
Claim 2. The sequence of resolution steps between G, and G,,, in D can be mimiced 
by one resolution step Gi ~C,+,,B,+, G,,, in D’, where C,+, is an instance of A + R and 
4,,KTo,G ,,..., CT,, = ei+, var(G&G I,..., G,). 
Claim 1 follows from Claim 2: since Pr is closed under instantiation, Ci+l satisfies 
Pr. So we have constructed D’ and proved Claim 1 up to the goal G,,, . 
Now the construction of the resolution step Gi +c,+,,O,+, G,,, remains. 
Proof of Claim 2. First, we define C,+, and Oitl, then we prove that G, +c,+,,B,+I G,,, 
is indeed a derivation step. Finally, we check the other requirements on C,,, and 
oi+l. By Lemma 3.5 we may assume that D is normal. 
For every chain C in NR, we fix a substitution pc such that for every x E CT, 
xp, E C and xp,~ = x. Moreover, if x E (var( R) n C)T, then xp, E var(R). For every 
chain, such a substitution exists: if x E Cr, then {y E C lyr = x} # 0. If {y E var( R) n 
C 1 ye- = x} f 0, then xp, must be chosen from the latter set, otherwise any element 
of the former set will do. 
Now we can define I,!I by: 
if x@var(NR), 
if x E C 5 var( NR). 
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Notice that xru E C(X)TV c C(X)T by Corollary 3.9, since D is normal. Finally, we 
define Ci+, = (A+ R)+ and 0,+, = r(~],,,(~,,~,,,). Now we must prove that 
Gi *c,+,.8,+, G,,, is indeed a resolution step. That is: 
Claim 3. (A c- R)$ is properly standardized apart. 
Claim 4. Oi+, is an idempotent mgu of A+ and A,. 
Claim 5. (R+,A,,.. .,A,)0,+,=(R,A2 ,..., A,,)m. 
In the proofs of these claims, we take C(x) = CNR(x). 
Proof of Claim 3. We prove that var((A + R)+) E var(A + NR, R). Let x E 
var(A t R). Then: if x$ =x, then x+ Evar(A+ R); if x$ # x, then x E C(x) c 
var( NR), so x+ = x~c~p~~~, E C(x) 5 var( NR). 0 
Before proving Claim 4, we prove an additional claim. 
Claim 6. I+!I is idempotent. 
Proof. Let x be a variable. If XI/J =x, then XI/J+ = x$. Otherwise, x+$ = x~q,(,,rC, = 
(since x7~p~(~) E C(x) s var( NR)) = xmpcc,) T~I,~,, = x~m~p~~~~ = (as u is idem- 
potent) = xrqc(,, =x*. q 
Proof of Claim 4. We prove that for every unifier 77 of A, and A+: 7 = Bi+lT. Let 
n be a unifier of A, and A$: A17 = AI,!IT. 
By standardizing apart, var(A,) n var( NR) = 0, so we have A, = A,$. Therefore, 
$7 is a unifier of A, and A. Since r is an idempotent mgu of A, and A, we have 
*q=r~=rro=~$~ (76$n, so forsome w: ~o=+r]). 
Let x be a variable. If xgvar(A,, A$), then x=x@+,, so xq =x&+,77. If XE 
var(A,), then at the corresponding position in A, we find a term (constant or variable) 
t such that XT = tq!q and xr = tr. Two cases arise. 
XT = xru. Then xr] = t$T = tm,b~ = XT$T t XTT = XTUT = xei+,T. t : XT & var( NR), 
since either XT is ground, or xr~var(A,r) s var(A,) (the latter inclusion by 
Corollary 3.11, since D is normal). 
x7# XTU. Then XTTE var(NRr), so for some ZJ l var(NR): UT= XT and v$ = 
m-‘=Pc(.). Now XT = tt+bv = tT$bT = XT47 = LITI@) = ff$~ = (by Claim 6) = qh,!q = 
V$h)~ = VTUpc(.)T$~ = VTU$h) = XTU@) s XTUT = X&+, 77. & : XTU f! Var( NR), 
since either XTU is ground, or XTU E var(A,Tu) c var(A,). (the latter inclusion by 
Corollary 3.11, since D is normal). 
If x E var(A$), then for some y E var(A) we have y$ = x. At the corresponding 
position in A,, we find a term t such that xq = tq and yT = fT. Again two cases arise. 
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l y F? var( NR). Then y+ = y and yru = yr. Therefore we have XT = ~$77 = ~~$77 t 
yq = yTa7 = y$Tq = XT(T~ = x0,+, 7. 1 : yr ~6 var( NR), since either yr is ground, 
or yr~ var(Ar) = var(A,~) E var(A,). 
l y E Var(NR). Then y+ = y~up,~,.,, so (see Claim 6), y$ = y+Ic, = y$bTmpccYti) = 
XTffPc(x). Therefore we have xq =y+v = (by Claim 6) y+!+I =y$T+!q = 
XTUP~~,,T$~ = x~(~t+b~ A x~q = x0;+, 7. t : again, x5-o & var( NR). 0 
Proof of Claim 5. If x E var(A;) (2 s is n), then 
- if x& var(A,) then x&+, = X = XTU; 
- if x E var(A,) then by definition x0,+, = XTV. 
If x E var(R), then two cases arise. 
l x$ E var(A+). Then 
XTU 
Xi@&+, = X$TU = 
if x E var( NR), 
XTUpc ( ~ 1 TU = XTUU = xT(T if x E var( NR). 
l x$ & var(A+). Then either x$ is ground or for no y E var(A): y$ = x$. If x+ is 
ground, then XTW is ground, so x+ = x~up,-~~;, = XTU. If for no y E var(A): ye = x$, 
then in particular, x E! var(A), so XT = x. Then if x & var( NR), then xrC, =x .= XT = 
XTW; if x E var( NR), then x4 = XTupcc.). Also, XTU E C(X)TU G C(x)7 (by Corol- 
lary 3.9, since D is normal), so for some z E C(x): ZT = XTU (and C(z) = C(x)). 
Then ZT(T = XTUU = XTU, so z$ = x+. Hence z E var(A), so 27 = z = ZpcczjT, so z = 
zpcczj = zpccxl. Therefore x~~p~~.~~ = ZT~~C.~~~=Z~~~~,=Z=ZT=XT~. 0 
Obviously, Ci+, is an instrance of A+ R. Also, 
ei+ll~~~,,,,o, ..., o,)= T~I”ar(~,.~~)nvar(~,,,~, ,...  G,)= rq\,,,(~,)= T~~M,(G,,G ,..., G,)), 
by Corollary 3.11, since D is normal and a local selection rule is used. This concludes 
the proof of Claim 2 and thereby the proof of Lemma 4.8. 0 
5. Applications of the Generalization Theorem 
A simple example of the application of the Generalization Theorem is the 
following. 
Corollary 5.1. If P is a function-free hierarchical program, then every SLD-derivation 
of P u {G} via the leftmost selection rule is jinite. 
Proof. We prove an equivalent proposition, namely that the empty loop check is 
complete w.r.t. the leftmost selection rule for function-free hierarchical programs. 
This follows from the Generalization Theorem and the following observations. 
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- The empty loop check is complete for “unit-programs”, programs that consist 
solely of unit clauses. 
- The “unit” property is closed under instantiation. 
_ The empty loop check is safe for goal extension, initialization and detailing. 
- Nr-extended unit-programs are known as hierarchical programs. 0 
Of course, this result is well known, even for arbitrary selection rules and programs 
with function symbols. More interesting results can be obtained by using the 
Generalization Theorem to extend the completeness results presented in Section 2. 
The first result presented there is the completeness of equality checks for function- 
free restricted programs w.r.t. the leftmost selection rule. The Generalization 
Theorem cannot be applied on this proposition. In contrast, the Generalization 
Theorem provides an alternative proof for this proposition, based on the lemma 
“the equality checks are complete for function-free programs in which the body of 
each clause contains at most one atom”. 
The other results of Section 2 are only valid for the subsumption and context 
checks. Therefore we shall now prove that the weakest of those checks, the SVRL 
check and the CVR check, satisfy the conditions of the Generalization Theorem, 
i.e. that they are safe for goal extension, initialization and detailing. 
Lemma 5.2. The SVRL check and the CVR check are safe for goal extension. 
Proof. Let D be an SLD-derivation of P u {+ G,,}. Let D’ be an SLD-derivation of 
P u {+ (Go, H,)}, in which the same atoms are selected and the same input cluases 
and mgu’s are used as in D. Thus D cannot contain any variable occurring in Ho 
but not in G,,. Denote by 0, the mgu used in the nth resolution step of D and D’ 
(n 2 1). 
If D is pruned by the SVRL check resp. the CVR check, then we have for some 
renaming r two goals G, and GI, in D with G,,B, . . . Br = GoO,. .8,r and CL zL G,r 
resp. (A in G, “produces” AT in GA and 7 and @+, . . Ok agree on var( G,) n var(A)). 
Assuming that r acts only on the variables in 0, we have that 0,. . . & and 0,. . .O;T 
coincide on all variables of Ho. So (G,,, H,,)8, . . or = (Go, HJ0, . . .8,~ and 
( Gk, H,0,. . . 0,) zL (G,, Hoe,. .8,)7, resp. T and 8,, , . . Or agree also 
var( Hoe,. . .t3,) n var(A). This means that D’ is pruned by SVRL, respectively CVR, 
as well. 0 
Notice that it is essential to consider loop checks based on resultants here. It is 
easy to see that the loop checks based on goals are not safe for goal extension. 
Lemma 5.3. The SVRL check and the CVR check are safe for initialization. 
Proof. Let D’ = (G,, *,-,,,, G, *cz,tiz Gz * . . .) be an SLD-derivation. Suppose that 
for some i > 0 the derivation D = (G, +,,+,,,,+, G+, *c.,+,,~,+~ G,+z * . . .) is pruned 
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by SVRL resp. CVR. Clearly for some j, k> j and renaming T (acting only on 
variables in D): T “proves” that Gj and Gk are “sufficiently similar” for SVRL, 
resp. CVR, and GiOi+i.. . f& = Gie;+l. . .ejT. So it remains to prove that Go6i.. . ok = 
Go@, . . . t3,~. 
Let x E var( GoOl . . . &). Two cases arise. 
(i) x e var( Gi). Then x does not occur in D, hence x0,+, . . .& = xOj+, . . .6,~ = x. 
(ii) x~var(G,). Then GiOi+i.. .&=G,Oi+l.. .0,7 yields x0,+,. . .&=xO~+,. . .fI,T. 
Hence D’ is pruned by SVRL, respectively CVR, as well. q 
Lemma 5.4. The SVR, check and the CVR check are safe for detailing. 
Proof. Let D = (G,, 3c,,s, G, 3 * . *) be an SLD-derivation that is pruned by SVRL 
resp. CVR and let D’ be an SLD-derivation of the form 
(G,*c:,,; H: *. . . =+ H:,+ *c:,/:~, G, 
*c:,,: H: * . . . * HZ,,_, +y,/; G, =+ . * .) 2 
with for every i > 0: 
7;. . . T~,lvar(Go,G,,...,G,_I) = eilvar(Go,G,,...,C,~,) 
inwhichin Go,G,,... the same atoms are selected as in D. Since D is pruned by 
SVRL resp. CVR, we have for some j, k> j and renaming 7: T “proves” that G, 
and Gk are “sufficiently similar” for SVRL, resp. CVR and GoO, . . .& = GoO, . . .O,E 
For CVR this proof includes that “for every variable x that occurs both inside and 
outside of A in Gi, x0,+, . . . tlk = XT”. It follows immediately that 
G,,T;...T:,T:...~: ,... r;...~:,=G,,r;.. .+:...T&..T:. . .7;,7, 
and for CVR that “for every variable x that occurs both inside and outside of A in 
Gi, XT;+‘. . . T;;’ . . . T:. . . Ttl = XT”. 
Hence D’ is pruned by SVRL, respectively CVR, as well. q 
Now we can use the Generalization Theorem together with the fact that the 
subsumption and context checks are complete for function-free nvi programs. 
Corollary 5.5. The subsumption and context checks are complete w.r.t. the leftmost 
selection rule for function-free nr-extended nvi programs. 
Proof. The nvi property is obviously closed under instantiation. Therefore by Sub- 
sumption Completeness Theorem 2.21 respectively Context Completeness Theorem 
2.26, the Generalization Theorem, and Lemmas 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4, the SVR, check 
and the CVR check are complete w.r.t. the leftmost selection rule for function-free 
nr-extended nvi programs. Since the SVRL check is the weakest of the subsumption 
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checks and the CVR check is the weakest of the context checks, by the Relative 
Strength Theorem 2.7, the same holds for the other subsumption and context 
checks. 0 
Finally, in Section 2 it was mentioned that the subsumption and context checks 
are also complete for function-free svo programs. However, the property “svo” is 
not closed under instantiation, so we cannot immediately use the Generalization 
Theorem. In fact, this should not come as a surprise, since every program can be 
converted into a “computationally equivalent” nr-extended svo program. This can 
be done by replacing the k > 1 occurrences of a variable x in the body of a clause 
by xl,. . . , xk and adding the nonrecursive atoms eq(x, x,), . . . , eq(x, x~) in the body 
of the clause. Finally the clause eq(x, x) is added to the program (assuming that eq 
is a new predicate symbol in P). 
In the proof of Lemma 4.8, we need that the clause C,,, = (A+ R)$ satisfies the 
property of clauses considered, given that the clause A + R satisfies the property. 
Up till now, this was derived immediately from the assumption that the property 
should be closed under instantiation. Since for the svo property this is not true, we 
shall derive conditions that ensure directly that C,,, satisfies the svo property, i.e. 
that every variable in RI/J occurs only once (provided that every variable in R occurs 
only once). 
Formally, let x, y E var( R) such that x # y and x$, y$ E VAR. We shall derive 
conditions on the program ensuring that x$ # y+. 
If x & var( NR), then x$ = x. Then, 
_ ifygvar(NR), y+=y#x, and 
_ if y E var(NR), yrC, = yr~p~(~) E C(y) c var( NR), so y$ # x. 
The same argument holds if y & (NR). So a problem can only arise in the case that 
x, y E var(NR). Then we have xQ = xrop,-(., c C(x) and y$ = yr~p~(~) c C(y). 
One solution is demanding that for every pair of distinct variables x, y E var( R) A 
var(NR), C(x) # C(y). Then C(x) n C(y) = 0, so x$ # y$. This disallows the addi- 
tion of the eq-atoms in the construction above. 
Another solution is to avoid that different variables in a (sub)goal are unified 
while the (sub)goal is refuted. (That is: to ensure that for every x in a goal, and 
for every unifier c in the derivation, either X(T =x or X(T is a constant.) This condition 
can be met (for normal derivations) by the demand that variables do not occur 
more than once in the head of a clause. This disallows the addition of the clause 
eq(x, x) +. 
In this case such a condition yields XI/J = xrpCcrj (xrcr cannot be a constant, since 
xlc, is a variable). Then XT= ~rp~(_~~~= X$T. Using the condition again (but now 
w.r.t. r), we obtain x=x$ (still, xr cannot be a constant). Similarly we obtain 
Y =yti, so x*#y*. 
These two solutions give rise to two classes of programs for which the subsumption 
checks are complete w.r.t. the leftmost selection rule (in the absence of function 
symbols). 
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Definition 5.6. Let P be a program. A clause C = (A + NR, R) is chain-restricted svo 
w.r.t. P if C is m-extended svo w.r.t. P, where NR is the nonrecursive part and R 
is the svo-part of C, and for every pair of distinct variables x, y E var( R), CNR(x) # 
C,,(y). A program P is chain-restricted svo if every clause in P is chain-restricted 
svo 
w.r.t. P. 
Definition 5.7. Let P be a program. A clause C is head-restricted svo w.r.t. P if C 
is nr-extended svo w.r.t. P and in the head of C, no variable occurs more than once. 
A program P is head-restricted svo if every clause in P is head-restricted svo 
w.r.t. P. 
Corollary 5.8. The subsumption and context checks are complete w.r.t. the leftmost 
selection rule for function-free chain-restricted svo programs. 
Proof. By Subsumption Completeness Theorem 2.22 respectively Context Complete- 
ness Theorem 2.26, the Generalization Theorem, Lemmas 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 and the 
considerations above, the SVRL check and the CVR check are complete w.r.t. the 
leftmost selection rule for function-free chain-restricted svo programs. Since the 
SVRL check is the weakest of the subsumption checks and the CVR check is the 
weakest of the context checks, by the Relative Strength Theorem 2.7, the same holds 
for the other subsumption and context checks. 0 
Corollary 5.9. The subsumption and context checks are complete w.r.t. the leftmost 
selection rule for function-free head-restricted svo programs. 
Proof. By Subsumption Completeness Theorem 2.22 respectively Context Complete- 
ness Theorem 2.26, the Generalization Theorem, Lemma 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 and the 
considerations above, the SVR,_ check and the CVR check are complete w.r.t. the 
leftmost selection rule for function-free head-restricted svo programs. Since the 
SVRL check is the weakest of the subsumption checks and the CVR check is the 
weakest of the context checks, by the Relative Strength Theorem 2.7, the same holds 
for the other subsumption and context checks. 0 
Finally, we give an example of a function-free head-restricted svo program that 
does not fall into any other class of programs discussed so far. 
Example 5.10. Given a logic program P, it can be interesting that some predicates 
are defined without the use of recursion. The program NONREC characterizes 
these predicates. First we need an adequate representation of D, (see Definition 
2.12) in NONREC (the predicates of P are constants in NONREC). We cannot 
use a representation of the form {dep( p, q) + . ( (p, q) E Dr}, because it fails to express 
(without the use of negation) that (p, q) sz D, for some p and q. 
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Instead we assume that {p, , . . . , p,} is the set of predicates that occur in P and 
that for every i (1~ is n), there is only one ground clause dep(pi, q,, . . . , q,,) + in 
NONREC such that for some m (Osm~n): {(p,,q,),...,(p,,q,)}~D, and 
9 mt, =. . . = q,, = nil (nil is a constant in NONREC that is different from p, , . . . , p,). 
Now we add to NONREC the following two clauses: 
nonrec(ni1) +. 
nonrec(x) + dep(x, x, , . . , x,), nonrec(x,), . . . , nonrec(x,). 
Without loop checking, this program goes into an infinite loop if and only if the 
predicate p is defined in P by means of recursion. As the program is head-restricted 
svo and function-free, the subsumption and context checks prune all its infinite 
loops, thus making the program work properly. 
Of course, it is easier to write a restricted program (using the representation 
{ dep( p, q) + .I (p, q) E Dp} and the transitive closure of dep) that succeeds on predi- 
cates defined using recursion and fails otherwise. But using this program to define 
the predicates that do not use recursion would require the use of negation again. 
The combination of loop checking with negation, as suggested above, is a delicate 
matter, which is studied in [4]. 
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